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Executive Summary

The Kent Active System Management (KASM) project has successfully demonstrated the use of real-time contingency
analysis (CA) in UK Power Networks’ (UKPN) control room – meeting the key criteria set out at the beginning of the
project. This is a major milestone of the project and is considered first of a kind capability within the electricity
distribution networks industry.
The KASM project aims to carry out a range of technical innovation trials to demonstrate more transparent operation
and planning of the 132kV and 33kV network in East Kent. The trials focus on demonstrating the value of contingency
analysis and forecasting modules, which allow users to understand the effects of outages, ensuring a secure and
reliable network. It is envisaged that the project will deliver benefits that will span various areas, including the
enablement of low carbon generation, the deferral of capital-intensive reinforcement associated with new generation
connections, and improved reliability of the network. The project is funded through Ofgem’s Low Carbon Networks
Fund (LCNF).
This report documents our progress in meeting the Successful Delivery Reward Criterion (SDRC) 9.4. It covers the
following aspects:








Presentation of the key capabilities and user interface of the Contingency Analysis System (CAS), including:
o The main features of the Real-Time (RT) Mode, Look Ahead (LA) Mode and Study Mode
o How contingency results can be displayed and analysed using a vast range of available functions
o Key capabilities including state estimation, contingency ranking, violation identification, control
recommendations, and model manipulation in the offline Study Mode
o Screenshots demonstrating the user interface capabilities and various features of the CAS
Feedback from a survey of users who participated in a demonstration session and initial training. The user
feedback highlighted the critical forecast time period as being the next shift, which is considered to be 12 hours
ahead. This capability allows users to understand the impact of various contingencies at a future point in time.
Users highlighted 12 hours as being critical as this provides an indication of what could happen at the end of
their shift, allowing them to manage the network accordingly. The CAS has the capability to adjust the forecast
time period in LA Mode so that the user can adapt it to their needs during the trial period
Demonstration of contingency results from live supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) readings, which
were supplied within 2-3 minutes of being collected – well within the 15-minute target set out in the project
specification
Presentation of the new screen display setup of the control room workstation, consisting of six monitors which
will accommodate the CA application

Demonstration of the CAS has been successful, which means the project can proceed to the completion of reliability
management, outage management and network capacity management trials. During the trial period, the project will
determine the value of using the CAS and forecasting modules compared to historical business-as-usual (BAU)
processes. In addition, the project team will work alongside the trial participants to develop the future business
processes which can be implemented following the successful trial period. The results from the trial period will be
presented in a report for SDRC 9.5 (Completion of trials and implementation of reliability management, outage
management and network capacity management), due in December 2017. The future business processes will be
presented in a report for SDRC 9.6 (Development of business design to incorporate contingency analysis as businessas-usual), also due in December 2017.
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Definition of Terms

Term
AAA
BSI
CA
CAS
CIM
DMS
DNO
DPF
DSE
DSR
EPN
GE
GSP
HV
ICCP
IS
KASM
LA
LAN
LCNI
LPN
LV
MVA
MVar
MW
NG
Ofgem
RT
RTU
SCADA
SDRC
SE
SPN
TSO
UKPN
OLTC

Definition
Advanced Adaptive Analytics
Bigwood Systems Inc.
Contingency Analysis
Contingency Analysis System
Common Information Model
Distribution Management System
Distribution Network Operator
Distribution Power Flow
Display Screen Equipment
Demand Side Response
Eastern Power Networks plc
General Electric
Grid Supply Point
High Voltage
Inter-Control Centre Communications Protocol
Information Systems
Kent Active System Management
Look Ahead
Local Area Network
Low Carbon Networks & Innovation
London Power Networks plc
Low Voltage
Mega Volt Ampere
Mega Volt-Ampere Reactive
Mega Watt
National Grid
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
Real-Time
Remote Terminal Unit
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Successful Delivery Reward Criteria
State Estimation
South Eastern Power Networks plc
Transmission System Operator
UK Power Networks
On-Load Tap Changer
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3

Introduction

3.1

Project Background

The Kent Active System Management (KASM) project will carry out a range of innovation trials to demonstrate more
advanced operation and planning techniques for the 132kV and 33kV network in East Kent. It is envisaged that the
project will deliver benefits that will span across various areas, including the enablement of low carbon generation, the
deferral of capital-intensive reinforcement projects, and improved reliability of the network.
The last few years have seen several Grid Supply Points (GSPs) come under pressure from the level of generation
exporting its power onto the electricity network. The resulting reverse power flows represent an unconventional shift in
the way the grid was originally designed to operate. In this new realm, sections of the network are not only supplying
their own demand but are also exporting the surplus onto the transmission system.
The area of East Kent being used in this project contains four GSPs (of approximately 350 nationwide), and a fifth is
being established in the area. It currently requires 34 contingency scenarios to be analysed in order to understand the
network fully. The significant uptake of wind and solar generation in recent years, due to government incentives, and
the presence of interconnectors connected to the transmission system, increases the number of generation patterns
that need to be analysed – there is no longer a simple ‘day of highest winter demand' and 'day of lowest summer
demand'. There is more variation and hence a greater requirement to monitor all contingencies; and a growth in the
number of GSPs being affected.
CA is a valuable tool with which to predict the effect of outages on assets (e.g. failures of overhead lines or
transformers), allowing engineers to take action to keep the distribution network secure and reliable. UKPN will trial for
the first time the use of real-time CA on the Great Britain (GB) electricity distribution network. It will also be the first trial
of the implementation on a coordinated and interfaced basis with the electricity transmission network.
The KASM project will demonstrate the value of CA, in operational timeframes, on the network in East Kent, delivering
conservatively estimated net benefits of £0.4m for the project trial area. Once proven successful, replication of this
method across GB could conservatively provide net benefits of over £62m over the lifetime of the 45-year investment,
when compared to BAU approaches.
Total funding for the project is £3.9m, with £3.4m secured from Tier 2 funding under the LCNF.
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3.2

Purpose of Document

The purpose of this document is to demonstrate the use of real-time CA in the control room.




It describes the solution along with its capabilities and user interface related to viewing and analysing
contingencies across the three operational modes.
It presents the successful demonstration of contingency results being calculated from SCADA readings (which
had to be supplied within 15 minutes of being collected).
It captures the new physical setup to accommodate CA in the control room, as well as the results of a survey of
control room engineers, who are among the intended end-users of the solution.

This document focuses on the key capabilities of the tool. For a full and detailed overview of the tool’s capabilities,
Bigwood Systems Inc’s (BSI) CAS User Manual is available on request.
Criteria

Demonstration of use of
real-time contingency
analysis in the control
room

Evidence
 Published report with description of the
solution, the user interface, and the
capabilities
 Demonstration of contingency results from
live SCADA readings, supplied within 15
minutes of them being collected
 Completion of user survey identifying the
most critical forecast time periods
perceived by control room users (e.g. next
15 minutes; tomorrow; next shift)

Section
 Section 4



Section 5



Section 6

Table 1: Key evidence criteria of SDRC 9.4

3.3 References
Number
1
2

Document Name
Contingency Analysis Solutions (CAS)
User Manual, Revision 06
SDRC 9.2 – Contingency Analysis
System Integration

Author & Version
Bigwood Systems Inc.
Alex Jakeman, Sam Sankaran; October 2016

Table 2: References
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4

Contingency Analysis Solution Description and Capabilities

4.1

High-level description of solution architecture

The following section provides an overview of the CAS end-users and a high-level description of the solution
architecture which allows real-time CA analysis to be performed in the control room. The elements covered in the highlevel architecture illustrate its capability to generate and manage network models that support real-time operations and
planning functions.
The CA capability of the CAS is intended to support the following user groups:
1) Control room engineers – who operate the distribution network in real-time
2) Outage planners – who are typically looking at the network over the next 1-7 days
3) Infrastructure planners – who are looking at the network months and often years ahead
Fundamental to CA simulation is the creation of a ‘base case’, which is a model of the power system in its normal
steady-state operation. Within the KASM CAS, a real-time base case is produced from:
1) PowerOn Fusion (UKPN’s Distribution Management System (DMS)) – providing the distribution power flow
2) PowerFactory (UKPN’s planning tool for EHV networks) – for the Common Information Model (CIM)
For the purpose of real-time CA, the two models are merged to create a real-time power flow model. The connectivity
data from the PowerOn Fusion is used to obtain an up-to-date view of the network and the asset parameter data from
PowerFactory is required to build an accurate power flow model. Currently, the data in each of these two systems
exists in isolation and there is no automated reconciliation between the two systems – hence the data must be mapped
from one system to the other.
The CAS operates in three key modes – RT Mode, LA Mode and Study Mode – utilising a mixture of static data,
dynamic data and forecast data to build an accurate and converging (base-case) model. The configuration and inputs
of the model vary depending on the activated mode of the CA. Dynamic data reflects the current operating state of the
power system and is updated in near real-time. Static data is updated by exception, representing elements such as
asset parameters and display configurations/layout, and changes when the latter is modified or network components
are added. It is expected that this will occur on roughly a weekly basis.
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An overview of the system architecture is shown in Figure 1. The CAS interfaces with several UKPN applications as
well as external data which is utilised in the forecasting engine. The Met Office provides forecast weather data which is
also used in the forecasting engine. The ENTSOE platform provides data in respect of the two interconnectors in the
network model.
UKPN Systems

External Systems

DigSILENT
PowerFactory

OSI Soft
Pi Historian

GE
PowerON

National Grid
Control Centre
Met Office

ENTSOE

National Grid
System Operation

Contingency Analysis Suite

Offline Data
Mapping Engine

Single Line
Diagram Builder

Data Bridge,
State Estimator &
Power flow solver

Forecasting
Engine

Study Mode

Look-Ahead Mode
(Analysis &
Control Engine)

Real-Time Mode
(Analysis &
Control Engine)

Viewer

Figure 1: A block diagram showing high-level architecture for the CAS

The CAS is a stand-alone application which sits alongside PowerOn Fusion and PowerFactory. The CAS will provide
online network status, possible violations, and scope for the control room engineer to run the application in an offline
Study Mode. The key capabilities of each mode are described in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 of this report.
Further detail on the solution architecture is provided in the report on SDRC 9.2 (Contingency Analysis System
Integration), which was published in November 2016.
4.2

RT Mode

It is expected that the RT Mode of the CAS will be used primarily by control room engineers. The role of control room
engineers is to monitor the network in real-time, identify and mitigate harmful contingencies, issue and manage safety
permits to staff working on the network, and respond to faults by reconfiguring the network. Using the CAS, the control
room engineer will be alerted to future harmful contingencies in near real-time. This capability will help control room
engineers to move from a reactive response to a proactive one based on outputs from the CAS, which in turn will
improve the reliability of the network.
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4.2.1 RT Mode user interface
The main user interface of the CAS RT viewer consists of six panels, as shown in Figure 2:
1) System Status Update – provides information on the status of the manager/server to which the viewer is currently
connected
2) Main Window – shows information about the currently pre-set contingencies and violations that have been
calculated for each contingency
3) Single Line Diagram (SLD) Panel – includes all the functionality that can be used to interact with the SLD
4) Colour coding legend – visually assesses the severity of the contingency
5) Trend boxes – show historical trend information
6) Output Status Update – provides information on the engine operation that can be used to debug or understand
the viewer display

2

1

3
4

5
6
Figure 2: User interface of the CAS RT viewer1

1

All of the screenshots shown in this document have been taken on UKPN machines and can be replicated in a control
room environment.
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Within the RT Mode, several interactive buttons on the home screen allow the user to analyse the results of the CAS in
more detail. The key functions are presented in Figure 3.

System
data

Contingency
Limiting
rank
SE base contingency
Contingency
case
distr. diagram
State estimation
residual

Launch study
mode

List of
contingencies

Show results associated
with violations

Number of violations
per contingency

Figure 3: SLD with violations for the selected contingency

The following sections demonstrate the key real-time capabilities of the CAS and show what happens when the user
navigates through the buttons in Figure 3:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Contingency ranking based on violations
Base case and limiting contingency results
Violation reports
State estimation results
System data reports
SLD
Corrective control
Launching study mode
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4.2.2 Contingency ranking
The Contingency Rank function displays the pre-set contingencies with information on the violations (voltage limit,
voltage dip and thermal violations) for each contingency. The list of contingencies can be imported or manually created
within the CAS. Figure 4 shows how the user can rank the contingencies by priority areas, e.g. number of voltage
violations or number of thermal violations. By default, the contingencies are ranked by thermal violations.
The default CAS window shows information about the currently pre-set contingencies and violations that have been
calculated for each contingency. This function will help users identify the high priority contingencies, which will be
displayed at the top of the list.

Figure 4: Contingency Rank window
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4.2.3 Base case and limiting CA
Within the RT Mode, the user has the capability to analyse certain contingency cases in more detail. The base case,
which is considered to be the current operating point, can be analysed in more detail – see Figure 5. The user can
select from the tabs highlighted in Figure 5 to display the detailed voltage violations, voltage drop violations and
thermal violations. In addition, the user can determine results from the power flow, including bus voltages, generator
outputs and branch flows. Finally, the user has the capability to view the proposed corrective control which aims to
reduce the number of violations under the base case. The ‘Status’ column shows whether the contingency is secure or
insecure or whether there is a violation.
This level of visibility and control is an unprecedented benefit of the CAS over conventional methods of analysing the
network. Previously, control engineers would not perform regular CA on the network; they would operate the network
based on historical experience and high-level manual calculations to ensure the security of the network was
maintained. Considering the significant increase in complexity of the network, which has been described previously,
this ‘passive’ method of maintaining network security is no longer considered appropriate.

Toggle between the tabs for different outputs

Voltage
Violation

Voltage
Drop
Violation

Thermal Bus
Violation voltage

Generation
Control
Output
Branch
flow

Figure 5: Base case result

The same analysis can be performed on the ‘limiting contingency’, the contingency for which the highest number of
violations was calculated. By default, the limiting contingency is the one with the most total violations. The user can
navigate through the functionality in the same way as described above for the base case.
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4.2.4 Violation reports
Once the user identifies the specific contingencies for further investigation, the chosen cases can be selected from the
contingency ranking. Furthermore, the violations will show on the SLD, which helps the user to visualise the issue in
the wider context of the network.
The example in Figure 6 shows how a ‘Voltage Violation’ function (see Figure 5 above) is displayed in the tool. Similar
data tables are displayed when selecting ‘Voltage Drops Violation’ and ‘Thermal Violation’ buttons. Within the East
Kent network area the main issues revolve around voltage limit violations, voltage step change violation and thermal
violations; therefore, these are the key violation reports that can be investigated.

Contingency analysis ranking

Voltage violations
presented on the
SLD

List of voltage
violations
associated with
the selected
contingency

Figure 6: Voltage violation results for a selected contingency
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4.2.5 State estimation results
State estimation is a crucial step that is required prior to performing power flow analysis and CA on networks. State
estimation is required due to the limited number of monitoring points currently available on the distribution network.
Further detail on the role of state estimation within the CAS is provided in our report on SDRC 9.2 (Contingency
Analysis System Integration).
The key capability within the CAS from a user perspective is the ability to view the state estimation results associated
with the base case. The results are compared with measured values to determine the residual errors for voltages,
current, real power and reactive power. An overview of the state estimation residuals is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Result summary of the State Estimation Residual
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Following state estimation, the CAS allows the user to determine whether the measured values are significantly
different from the state estimated values. Such functionality can be useful, for example, if a transducer experiences a
natural change in accuracy as it drifts away from original calibration points.
Figure 8 shows the detailed comparison of the state estimation results for voltages and the measured values. Similar
detail can be viewed on the current, real power and reactive power tabs.

Residual
error
(difference)
Voltage
measurement
values from
PowerOn

State
estimation
voltage
from CAS

Figure 8: State Estimation Residual results for voltage
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4.2.6 System data reports
System data reports can be generated to provide a holistic picture of data analysed in the CAS. Such reports display
the parameters associated with the buses, generators, loads, lines and transformers (available in different tabs). This
capability allows the user to validate the base model used and ensure data transfer between PowerOn and
PowerFactory remains consistent for the purpose of building the real-time power system model in the CAS. The
network asset information within the system data will determine the point at which violations occur on specific assets.
For transformers, the system data will provide the CAS with the thermal ratings of all transformers in the network
model.
The user interface to display the system data is shown in Figure 9. The system data parameters associated with the
transformers are also shown.

Transformer ratings
(MVA)

Figure 9: System data information in the CAS RT Mode
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4.2.7 Single Line Diagram
A key requirement from users at the start of the KASM project was the ability to interface with a Single Line Diagram
(SLD) within the CAS. The SLD network schematic provides users with an easy method of navigating the network
models and is commonly available in power flow modelling applications – the user can pan and zoom into any location
on the SLD. To ensure familiarity and easy use of the SLD, the project has maintained the same layout and network
schematics of the existing SLD in the GE PowerOn system that is currently used by control engineers and outage
planners. Representation of the base network model as an SLD in the CAS is an offline process. The data behind the
SLD is considered static in the KASM design and is only updated if there are significant updates to the existing
network.
The SLD can be manipulated in several ways. The buttons shown in Figure 10 allow the user to manipulate the SLD in
varying cases. The user has the capability to change the formatting of the SLD in multiple ways, by changing network
colours, font sizes and font colours. In addition, the user can place text boxes on the SLD, which can then be shared
with other users.
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The SLD diagram can also present violation results on the SLD page; this capability is demonstrated in section 4.2.4
(see Figure 6). As well as violations, the user can display calculated power flows and measured data on the SLD. The
user has the capability to extend the SLD viewer to enlarge specific areas. The key capabilities and user interface of
the SLD are shown in Figure 10.
Option to create text boxes on the
SLD. These can be shared with
other users of the CAS

Dropdown option to display violations,
measured data of power flows

Real and reactive power
flows shown on branches
Figure 10: SLD representation showing detailed power flows on each line
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4.2.8 Corrective control
When violations are identified under the base case or any of the listed contingencies, the CAS determines effective
corrective controls (see Figure 11) to remove or reduce the violations associated with the contingency by activating the
following control actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adjusting the On-Load Tap Changer (OLTC) position
Configuring the phase-shifters
Controlling the output of generators
Reconfiguring the network through switching

The control function capability allows the user to understand which violations are mitigated against or removed by
applying the recommended controls. The example in Figure 11 shows the control function to reduce the number of
violations. The user can prioritise the extent at which certain controls should be applied. The default prioritisation
ensures that generation control is only applied if the violations cannot be mitigated against using the alternative control
actions. This ensures that, wherever possible, generation customers are not negatively impacted by the proposed
changes. It is important that the proposed actions are feasible within the operating conditions of the network and
generators. Currently, with standard connection agreements, DNOs do not have the capability to ask generators to
increase their output to mitigate against potential violations: within a Distribution System Operator (DSO) environment
this may be possible going forward. In terms of switches and circuit breakers, it is important to consider the capabilities
of certain switches in the model, ensuring the switches in the proposed actions have remote operating capabilities.
Current generation
output (MW)

Suggested generation output
(MW) to reduce violations

Control function
selected
Figure 11: Corrective control actions displayed
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4.2.9 Launch Study Mode
The RT Mode continuously updates results on a periodic basis. If a user wants to spend more time analysing a
specific case, they may want to take it into an offline environment. The Launch Study Mode function allows the user to
perform detailed analysis on the current case or any of the archived cases that have been run in the RT Mode. The
chosen case can then be studied in the offline environment of the Study Mode viewer.
A specific example of when a user may want to use this functionality is when a control engineer wants to understand
the impact of opening a circuit breaker on the power flows on the network. The control engineer could create this
outage as a contingency within the Study Mode in order to understand the violations that might occur on the network,
prior to committing to the decision within the DMS. Within a simple network environment these calculations can be
completed manually by the control engineer. On a complex, dynamic network these calculations cannot be completed
accurately in a timely manner. A simple example of this is demonstrated in section 5.2.
Figure 12 shows data from 14 May 2017, collected at 15-minute intervals, which can be analysed using the Study
Mode. The user can launch any historical case in the Study Mode or the current most recent real-time case for
analysis. The capabilities of the Study Mode are described in section 4.4.

Figure 12: Selecting the study case
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4.3

LA Mode

The LA Mode allows the user to run CA at a future point in time from 0-24hrs ahead using forecast data for load and
generation. The CAS program provides a separate viewer for the LA Mode. This viewer displays the LA case that is
created based on the forecast data received from the Advanced Adaptive Analytics (AAA) Forecaster. The functions
available to the LA viewer are similar to the RT Mode.
To change the look-ahead horizon, the user must open the UK Power Networks Engine Setup program and change the
‘Look-Ahead time Advance’ (see Figure 13). The LA Mode is also discussed in section 7, which captures users’
feedback on identifying the most critical time forecast period.

Figure 13: Changing the Look Ahead time advance

Figure 14: Look Ahead Contingency Analysis User Interface

The System Status Panel will provide the same information in the LA Mode as in the RT viewer. The difference
between the LA and RT cases can be seen in the case time (see Figure 14 above). Based on the setting in UK Power
Networks Engine Setup, the case time will be the required number of hours ahead of the RT case.
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4.4

Study Mode

The CAS offline Study Mode provides the operator with an environment in which to study a case in greater detail,
without having to worry about the case updating itself in the RT viewer. Within this mode, a user can manipulate many
aspects of the studied case and the CAS computation; for example, users can modify power system loading conditions,
generator outputs and a list of contingencies.
Study Mode runs as a stand-alone process which is launched directly from the workstation desktop or from the CAS
RT viewer, as described in section 4.2.9. The Study Mode can also load base cases generated from the PowerFactory
in CIM format and perform analyses on the case. When working this way, the wizard in the Study Mode will create a
study case set based on the imported study case and other supporting files.
The Study Mode has the same capabilities in terms of CA, Preventative Control and Corrective Control as the RT
Mode. Key additional capabilities include: detailed power flows analysis of all contingencies (not just the base case and
limiting contingency), model manipulation in order to change power system load or generation conditions, and creation
of new contingencies to be analysed.
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4.4.1 Initial Study Mode user interface
All the capabilities of the Study Mode – including contingency ranking, analysis of single contingency and power flows,
manipulating the model and creating a new contingency – are accessible via the main Study Mode window. Individual
capabilities will be discussed further in this section. Figure 15 shows the initial user interface associated with the Study
Mode and the location of the buttons to launch certain capabilities.
Contingency
ranking
Single
contingency

Create new
contingency
from SLD

Power
flow

Model
manipulation

Contingency Ranking

Single Line Diagram

Figure 15: Study Mode main window
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4.4.2 Manipulating power flow settings and creating new contingencies
Under certain circumstances, the control engineer or outage planner may want to manipulate the CAS model to
represent a future network condition or contingency. The Study Mode allows the user to manipulate the model by
creating new contingencies and amending power flow settings. It gives the user the flexibility to analyse cases
effectively. Figure 16 highlights how the user would adjust the power flow settings within the Study Mode.

Power flow setting

Figure 16: Editing power flow settings
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Using the Power Flow Settings function, the user can adjust the output of specific loads or generators within the model;
Figure 17 demonstrates the user interface for the user to make these changes. The user simply double clicks on the
existing value and enters the new values in the cell. The user also has the capability to scale the output of specific
generators by a specific amount. An example of this may be that the user wants to understand the violations on the
network if the amount of weather dependent generation was to increase significantly. In this case, the user could
increase the wind and PV generators by a specific scaling factor to represent this case in the CAS Study Mode.

Adjust the settings associated with
generation, shunts, load tap
changers (LTC), loads and lines
Adjust outputs
using scaling
factors

Figure 17: Power Flow Settings
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When the user wants to create a contingency they can select the specific branch on the SLD by clicking the button
highlighted in Figure 18; this will lead the user to a number of pop-up boxes to import the contingency into the
contingency list. Once these are configured correctly, the newly created contingency will appear in the contingency
ranking table. In the example in Figure 18, the new contingency has the contingency ID 18. The new contingency
displays no additional voltage violations above the base case. In both scenarios there is one voltage violation
displayed. If the user requires further information about this contingency, they have the capability to run detailed
analysis as described in section 4.4.3.

2) Create contingency
from SLD

3) Latest contingency shown
in contingency ranking

Figure 18: Using the SLD to create a contingency

1) Transformer
selected for outage
Maidstone Grid
132/33kV GT5
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4.4.3 Analytical capabilities
Using the offline analytical capabilities, the user can study contingencies in more detail using the power flow and single
contingency functions highlighted in Figure 19 below. The result of the contingency ranking is presented in a table
format. The insecure contingencies – those which have no base-case power flow once the contingency is applied – are
listed first. Similar to the RT Mode, the remaining contingencies are ranked from worst to best, based on the number of
violations. The contingency identification and corresponding violations are presented for each contingency. These can
be accessed by clicking on the selected contingency and using the tabs highlighted below. The format of the reports is
the same as for the RT and LA Modes.

Analyse a specific contingency in more
detail than the tabs available below

The user can access the data below for any
selected contingency case. This is a similar
function to the RT mode.

Figure 19: Contingency ranking
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The increased functionality in the Study Mode allows the user to analyse a single contingency in more detail than is
presented in the RT Mode. Figure 20 shows how the user can select a specific contingency on which to run detailed
analysis. In the RT Mode, the user can only determine the number of violations associated contingencies which are not
the base case or limiting contingency. In the Study Mode, the user can run detailed studies on all contingencies.

Figure 20: Select contingency and interfaces in the Study Mode
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Once the user has selected the contingency, the display shown in Figure 21 allows them to determine the detailed
results associated with it. Although users would mainly be interested in locations where violations are occurring, they
may want to understand the power flows or voltages on a bus or branch which is not violating, and running the single
contingency function allows them to access this level of detail. This helps users to establish where the violations stem
from and take appropriate action in the right areas of the network. When focused only on the areas of violations, control
limitations in the area may not help to alleviate the violations.

Additional tabs above
what is shown in the
initial Study Mode viewer

Figure 21: Single CA results in Study Mode
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5

Demonstration of data transfer and use of CAS in the control room

5.1

Data transfer

The KASM project has successfully integrated the SCADA data from the DMS within the CAS. Figure 22 shows a
screenshot of UKPN’s DMS which displays the power flows obtained through our SCADA systems. To demonstrate,
the SCADA data is transferred between the DMS and CAS (note the same power flows highlighted on circuit 405).
Figure 22 shows the SCADA data at -0.8MW and Figure 23 shows results from the CAS displaying -0.76MW. The
difference in these two numbers is due to the decimal places used in each application and the number rounding
associated with this. In PowerOn, for SLD display purposes the MW value is rounded to one decimal place, whereas
the value in the background considers more decimal places. Therefore, in the export from PowerOn an MW value with
more decimal places is available. This value with additional decimal places is imported into the CAS and is displayed in
Figure 23.

0.8MW shown in
PowerOn

Circuit 405

Figure 22: SCADA data in PowerOn
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The screenshot in Figure 23 demonstrates the case time of 12:15:06 associated with live SCADA readings and the
contingency analysis results run time of 12:17:26. This comfortably meets the 15-minute criterion set out in the project
specification. Following the import of data (indicated by the run time), the results are presented 41 seconds later,
which is illustrated by the computation time.

Case time – 11/05/2017 12:15:06

Evidence of SCADA data on
circuit 405 transferred into CAS.
0.76MW shown which when
considering rounding is 0.8MW

Run time – 11/05/2017 12:17:26

Computation time – 41 sec
Circuit 405

Figure 23: Contingency results from live SCADA readings
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Figure 24 shows a comparison of measurement results from PowerOn for real power compared with the state
estimation. This demonstrates that multiple live SCADA data are utilised within the CAS in near real-time. The 0.8MW
is displayed as 0.76MW in the State Estimation Residual table due to it utilising the full range of decimal places
available in the PowerOn export.

Evidence of SCADA data value 0.8MW utilised in
the State Estimation reports. Note: CAS shows the
value to 2 decimal places

Circuit 405

Additional SCADA data values in
the CAS

Figure 24: Comparison of measured and estimated results for real power
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5.2

Using CAS to model an outage

Figure 25 demonstrates the use of CA in the control room to understand the power flows on the network for a planned
network outage on a transformer. The highlighted section in Figure 25 shows the power flows at Thanet Grid prior to an
outage. The instantaneous power flow on the line is 11.2MW. The following steps were taken to demonstrate a use
case of CAS and validation of results:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Record the base power flows in PowerOn (see Figure 25)
Create a new contingency in the CAS which represents the proposed outage from the control engineer
Run a power flow on the newly created contingency
Analyse the results to determine if additional violations are encountered. Record the power flows on adjacent
branches (see Figure 26)
5) Determine whether the outage can be taken based on the violations (see Figure 27)
6) Remotely switch the network from PowerOn to create the outage
7) Compare the power flow results post switching with the CAS results (see Figure 28)

11.2MW on
GT1B

Transformer
circuit GT1B

Transformer
circuit GT1A

Figure 25: Use of CA in the control room – overview
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Prior to taking this outage, the control room engineer can use the CAS to determine the impact on surrounding network
assets. Figure 26 shows the expected power flows on GT1A following the outage on GT1B. It can be seen that the
CAS has calculated the exported power flow to be 17.19MW. Considering the rating of the transformer is 45MVA, this
outage is considered feasible.
This method adds significant accuracy to network planning activities as well as saving users time. Historically these
decisions would be made based on experienced control engineers knowing the impacts of certain switching
arrangements. If required, they would perform a manual calculation to determine the impact of the outage. This may be
simple under historical, traditional network conditions, but nowadays, with constantly changing levels of DG exporting
on the network, control engineers cannot simply rely on previous experience to make these decisions – they need a
modelling tool to assist them in accurately gauging the impact of certain actions.

Branch flows demonstrating outage
have been created in study mode.
Branch flow on GT1B = 0MW

Branch flows on GT1A are expected
to be: 17.19MW

Figure 26: Use of CA in the control room – impact of an outage on exported power flow
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Figure 27 shows that taking an outage on Thanet GT1B creates no additional violations above the existing base case.
Both cases demonstrate zero voltage violations and seven thermal violations. The thermal violations in this example
are considered to be within an acceptable range. The violations presented in this report will only apply at the specific
time at which the case has been exported from the RT viewer. If the user needs to understand the impact of the outage
at a future point in time, they can import the newly created contingency into the LA Mode, which utilises forecast data
to understand any potential future violations.

7 thermal violations and 0
voltage violations in the
Base Case and newly
created contingency

Figure 27: Use of CA in the control room – impact of an outage on additional violations
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Following the successful demonstration in the CAS that the outage can be taken, the circuit breaker associated with
the transformer can be opened. Figure 28 demonstrates the power flows encountered on GT1A following the outage on
GT1B. It can be seen from Figure 26 that the 17.5MW closely aligns with the 17.19MW calculated by the CAS.

GT1B
CAS – 0.000MW
PowerOn – 0.0MW

Transformer

Transformer

circuit GT1B

circuit GT1A

GT1A
CAS – 17.190MW
PowerOn – 17.5MW

Figure 28: Use of CA in the control room – impact of an outage compared to CAS results
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5.3

Setup within the control room environment

The current typical control room workstation display screen equipment (DSE) consists of four monitors and a corporate
desktop, as shown in Figure 29. In order to accommodate the CAS application in the control room, the control room
engineers indicated that additional monitors would be required to display the results from the CAS.

Figure 29: Existing display screen setup
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The new proposed setup consists of six screens in two rows, as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30 – Proposed screen display equipment to accommodate CAS software

The project team conducted a survey with control engineers to determine the impact of the new DSE. The results from
the survey indicated that control engineers are supportive of the new DSE (see section 6.4 and Appendix 1). The new
screen arrangement has been assessed by UKPN’s occupational health team to ensure no negative health impacts
would result from the new DSE.
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6

Initial feedback from users

In early May 2017, two demonstration/training sessions at UKPN’s control room in Fore Hamlet were organised to
introduce the CAS to a range of users, including 132kV and 33kV control room engineers as well as network planners.
The key functionalities of the CAS were covered in a verbal demonstration for control engineers and a survey
distributed to obtain their feedback on the specific aspects of the tool (see Appendix 1). The survey identified the most
critical time periods for the control room engineers as well as capturing feedback that will be helpful in further
implementing the CAS across the UKPN network. Feedback from the survey was received on 11 May 2017.
6.1

Most critical forecast time period

The majority of control room engineers identified ‘before next shift’ – considered to be 12 hours ahead – as the most
important LA time period to perform CA of the distribution system. The control room engineers highlighted that they are
keen to understand the 12 hour look-ahead time horizon at the start of their shift. This would give them an indication of
what could happen towards the end of their shift and would highlight any potential violations that may occur at the end
of the shift or into the next one. At the handover between shifts control engineers can pass on any critical information to
the control engineer who is managing the next 12 hours.
It is expected that after an extended trial period, the control engineers will develop a more informed view as to whether
the critical time period highlighted after the demonstration remains so. It is important to note that the LA time period can
be adjusted during the trial period to accommodate users’ feedback.
6.2

Desired frequency of RT update

The majority of engineers agreed that they would like to have the RT CA updated automatically multiple times during
their shift. This is so they can regularly understand the impact of contingencies on the network during their shift.
6.3

Most important use mode

Overall, the RT Mode was identified as the most important mode by the group of surveyed engineers. This is mainly
due to the ability to immediately alert the user to risks and identify ones that otherwise would not have been visible.
However, the responses were very diverse and it can therefore be concluded that all functionalities of the CAS will be
useful in day-to-day operations.
6.4

New setup of the control room

The majority of those surveyed agreed that the new setup, with six monitors organised in two rows, is an effective
configuration to use the CAS tool. One person stated that it is difficult to comment until the tool is used over an
extended time period.
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7

Conclusions

This SDRC 9.4 report has focused on the demonstration of RT CA use in the control room. It has described the
capabilities of the CAS, provided evidence from a successful demonstration in UKPN’s control room and provided
feedback on critical time periods that control engineers will utilise the CAS in.
The description of the solution showed the main capabilities of the CAS tool across the three modes of operation – RT
Mode, LA Mode and Study Mode. The capabilities include:













Contingency Ranking – pre-set contingencies with information on the violations (voltage limit, voltage dip and
thermal violations) for each contingency
Violation reports – showing voltage limits, voltage drops and thermal limit violations
Status column – showing whether the contingency is secure or insecure or whether there is a violation.
Similarly, separate functions can be used to display the voltage dip violations, thermal violations and state
estimation residuals
State Estimation results associated with the base case – these are compared with measured values to
determine the residual values for voltages, current, real power and reactive power. The user can display the
details behind the bus, generators, loads, lines and transformers by selecting different tabs
Base Case Contingency function – allows the user to determine detailed power flows associated with the
current operating point
Limiting Contingency function – runs the most limiting contingency in terms of the violations that were
calculated for each contingency. By default, the limiting contingency is the one with the most total violations.
The user can navigate through the functionality in the same way as the base case
Single Line Diagram (SLD) – an important component which allows the user to visualise the status of the
network and investigate contingencies. It largely mimics the SLD layout on the GE PowerON system. The
network schematics in the CAS are generated based on the SLDs from the GE PowerON system
LA Mode – the CAS program provides a separate viewer for this mode which displays the LA case that is
created based on the RT case and forecast data received from the Advanced Adaptive Analytics (AAA)
Forecaster. The functions available to the LA viewer are identical to the RT viewer except for the case timings
CAS offline Study Mode – allows the operator to study a case in an offline environment, in greater detail than
is possible in the RT Mode. Within this mode, a user can manipulate many aspects of the studied case and run
further studies

BSI, the supplier of the CAS tool, has provided an extensive user manual describing the CAS tool. It covers all the
capabilities of the tool and enables comparison of the final product with the specification defined at the beginning of the
project.
Screenshots from the data transfer (see Section 5.1) have shown that the contingency results from live SCADA
readings captured on 11 May 2017 at 12:15:06 were supplied to the CAS at 12:17:26 on the same date, i.e. 2:20
minutes after the SCADA readings were collected. It should be noted that upon receiving the data, the CAS required 41
seconds to calculate the results. These timings are well within the 15-minute CA calculation requirements set out in the
project direction. The RT CA tool is consistently running studies in the control room on a 15-minute basis, as
demonstrated in section 6.1.
A demonstration/training session was hosted in UKPN’s control room at the beginning of May 2017. Various future
users of the CAS, including control room engineers and network planners, attended the demonstration/training session.
Through a survey conducted after the demonstration/training, the following observations were recorded:



The most critical forecast time period perceived by control users is before the next shift, which is considered to
be 12 hours ahead; however, different answers were recorded due to the large range of different activities that
CAS could support.
All of the CAS use modes were identified as important; however, the critical one has proven to be the RT Mode.
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The survey has also shown that the new setup (six monitors in two rows) is more convenient for the purpose of
using the CAS as compared to the old setup (four monitors in one row).

Demonstration of the CAS has been successful, which means the project can proceed to the completion of reliability
management, outage management and network capacity management trials. During the trial period, the project will
determine the value of using the CAS and forecasting modules compared to historical BAU processes. In addition, the
project team will work alongside the trial participants to develop the future business processes, which can be
implemented following the successful trial period. The results from the trial period will be presented in our report on
SDRC 9.5 (Completion of trials and implementation of reliability management, outage management and network
capacity management), due in December 2017. The future business processes will be presented in our report on
SDRC 9.6 (Development of business design to incorporate contingency analysis as business-as-usual), also due in
December 2017.
Overall, the KASM project has successfully demonstrated the use of real-time contingency analysis (CA) in UKPN’s
control room – meeting the key criteria set out at the beginning of the project. This is a major milestone of the project
and is considered first of a kind capability within the electricity distribution networks industry. The table below, also
referenced in section 3.2, indicates which sections in the report provide supporting evidence to demonstrate this
successful achievement.
Criteria

Demonstration of use of
real-time contingency
analysis in the control
room

Evidence
 Published report with description of the
solution, the user interface, and the
capabilities
 Demonstration of contingency results from
live SCADA readings, supplied within 15
minutes of them being collected
 Completion of user survey identifying the
most critical forecast time periods
perceived by control room users (e.g. next
15 minutes; tomorrow; next shift)

Section
 Section 4



Section 5



Section 6
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8

Appendix

8.1

Survey template
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